For all tracks in jets with:
* p t > 500 MeV * min 2 CST hits. 
Heavy Flavor Signal Extraction

NLO QCD:
Pythia and Cascade similar low in normalization as FMNR.
LO QCD:
(massive)
Charm & Beauty in Photoproduction d /dp t Consistent with expectation from naïve quark charge counting assuming all quarks to be massless.
Data consistent with NLO calculations (normalization and shape) taking the (large) theory uncertainties into account.
* Beauty:
Data found somewhat (1.6 ¡ ) higher than NLO prediction. Shape well described. Main differences seen at low x Mean pseudo-rapidity of the two leading jets .
¡ Charm: Larger theory errors, data consistent with NLO. MC models similar to FMNR.
¡ Beauty: Data somewhat higher than all QCD models. Shape well described. 
